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Free ebook Genealogies of religion
discipline and reasons power in
christianity islam talal asad (2023)
the discipline of religion is a lively critical journey through religious
studies today looking at its recent growth as an academic discipline and its
contemporary political and social meanings focusing on the differences
between religious belief and academic religious discourse russell t
mccutcheon argues that the invention of religion as a discipline blurs the
distinction between criticism and doctrine in its assertion of the relevance
of faith as a credible object of study in the leap from disciplinary
criticism to avowal of actual cosmic and moral meaning schools of religious
studies extend their powers far beyond universities and into the everyday
lives of those outside managing and curtailing specific types of speech and
dissent the author nationally recognized for the quality and depth of his
teaching in religious studies has written the first full scale introduction
to the history and methods of the study of religion he argues that religionis
a construction of european modernity a construction that authorizes for
westerners and non westerners alike particular forms of history making this
volume is a critical journey through religious studies in the 21st century
looking at its growth as an academic discipline and its contemporary
political and social meaning explore the nuanced religious practices and
beliefs of the church of england through john cosin s insightful analysis
this book provides a comprehensive overview of the history discipline and
rites of the church making it an essential read for anyone interested in the
anglican tradition this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
for members of the quaker community rules of discipline of the religious
society of friends is an essential guide to faith and practice this
comprehensive text outlines the principles and values that underpin the
quaker way of life providing readers with a deep understanding of this rich
and inspiring tradition this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to
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its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions
that are true to the original work comparative law of religions has developed
in recent years as a new discipline at the intersection of legal and
religious science of theology and anthropology this book presents a
systematic theoretical basis for this new discipline while law is mostly
associated with the state many religions also have their own internal law
these internal legal norms are aimed at a particular form of behaviour on the
part of believers they therefore play a particular role in conflicts arising
today between certain religious forms of behaviour the comparison of the
internal law of religions serves to establish and explain the commonalities
and differences between various religious legal traditions the religions
examined here include the law of christian denominations jewish law islamic
law hindu law buddhist law and other religious legal systems the work
assesses six current approaches to the comparative law of religions
evaluating their strengths and weaknesses leading to the development of a new
approach the book discusses the role of religious law in state law and looks
to likely future developments the work will be essential for those interested
in the administration of justice and politics for those professions where
intercultural competence is required and for interreligious dialogue hundreds
of tried and true ways to achieve discipline in religion class reinventing
religious studies offers readers an opportunity to trace the important trends
and developments in religious studies over the last forty years over this
time the study of religion has been transformed into a critical discipline
informed by a wide range of perspectives from sociology to anthropology
politics to material culture and economics to cultural theory reinventing
religious studies brings together key writings which have helped shape
scholarship teaching and learning in the field all the essays are drawn from
the cssr bulletin a provocative occasionally irreverent and always critical
journal which has long been at the centre of debates in religious studies
this collection will prove invaluable for students and scholars of theory and
method in religious studies it offers readers a unique opportunity to
understand the history of key issues in the study of religion and what
remains central to the study of religion today this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has
a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the subject of
the research carried out in different countries under various names religiose
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volkskunde volksfrommingkeitsforschung ethnology of religion anthropology of
religion etc is essentially the same so called folk religiosity or popular
religion supplementing the practice of dogmatic religions the everyday
practice of religion and in general an ethnological anthropological approach
to the study of religious life what is the epistemological basis of the
research how is the subject of the research defined what methods are
considered suitable for the study of the religious phenomenon who are the
most important researchers and what are their main publications has research
on religion become an independent field of research the answers to these and
many other questions are to be found in the studies in this book which
present the history of scholarship and research in ethnology of religion as a
discipline in fourteen countries of europe belgium flanders croatia czech
republic greece hungary lithuania macedonia norway poland portugal russia
slovakia spain sweden they cover a spectrum ranging from classical 19th
century ethnographical writings to today s studies of an anthropological
nature the extensive bibliographies make the volume a valuable aid in
research and university education for the past fifty years scholars in both
pastoral and practical theology have attempted to recapture human religious
experience and practice as essential sites for theological engagement
redefining in the process what theology is how it is done and who does it in
this book bonnie j miller mclemore shows how this trend in scholarship has
led to an expanded subject matter alternative ways of knowing and richer
terms for analysis in doing christian theology tracing more than two decades
of her own search for a more inclusive discipline one that truly grapples
with theology in the midst of life christian theology in practice shows not
only where miller mclemore herself has traveled in the field but also how
pastoral and practical theology has developed during this time looking
forward miller mclemore calls on the academy and christian congregations to
disrupt conventional theological boundaries and to acknowledge the
multiplicity of shapes and places in which the wisdom of god appears excerpt
from rules of discipline of the religious society of friends with advices
being extracts from the minutes and epistles of their yearly meeting held in
london from its first institution the yearly meeting having been apprehensive
that in some quarterly and monthly meetings due care hath not been taken to
preserve and enter regularly in the books kept for that purpose those minutes
and advices which from its first institution have occasionally been
communicated to them for establishing and conducting the discipline of the
church hath seen meet to direct that those minutes and advices should be
carefully extracted and properly arranged under suitable heads and be
comprised in one volume for the general service of the society this important
work having been committed to the care of the meeting for sufferings it was
with much labour and great attention performed and was laid before the yearly
meeting in 1781 when a considerable number of judicious friends then present
were appointed to come up to london in the tenth month ensuing to join the
meeting for sufferings in examining the same most of whom in conjunction with
that meeting met accordingly and having given their attendance with
unremitting assiduity in much concord and to mutual satisfaction were
favoured after many sittings to go through the work comparing every part with
the original records and the whole as contained in the following pages was
agreed to by the yearly meeting in 1782 and directed to be printed in order
that first every quarterly and monthly meeting may be furnished with a
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complete and correct collection of the several minutes and advices issued by
the yearly meeting for regulating the affairs of the society secondly that
these minutes and advices being more generally made known may be more
uniformly observed and put in practice that order unity peace and harmony may
be preserved throughout the churches about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works the oxford handbook of the study of religion provides a
comprehensive overview of the academic study of religion written by an
international team of leading scholars its fifty one chapters are divided
thematically into seven sections the first section addresses five major
conceptual aspects of research on religion part two surveys eleven main
frameworks of analysis interpretation and explanation of religion reflecting
recent turns in the humanities and social sciences part three considers eight
forms of the expression of religion part four provides a discussion of the
ways societies and religions or religious organizations are shaped by
different forms of allocation of resources other chapters in this section
consider law the media nature medicine politics science sports and tourism
part five reviews important developments distinctions and arguments for each
of the selected topics the study of religion addresses religion as a
historical phenomenon and part six looks at seven historical processes
religion is studied in various ways by many disciplines and this handbook
shows that the study of religion is an academic discipline in its own right
the disciplinary profile of this volume is reflected in part seven which
considers the history of the discipline and its relevance each chapter in the
handbook references at least two different religions to provide fresh and
innovative perspectives on key issues in the field this authoritative
collection will advance the state of the discipline and is an invaluable
reference for students and scholars a brief but insightful overview of the
history surrounding the publication of the king james version of 1611 why do
people study religion how have they studied it in the past how do we study
religion today is the academic study of religion the same as religious
education these and many other questions are addressed in this engaging
introduction to the discipline of religious studies topics include
definitions of religion perspectives in the study and teaching of religion
how religion began to be studied traditional perspectives philosophical and
theological how people experience religion perspectives in the study of
religious consciousness and perception phenomenological and psychological
studying religion within communities social and cultural perspectives
anthropological sociological political and economic judging religion critical
perspectives feminist approaches the interaction of popular literature and
religion contextual perspectives historical and comparative themes theories
and current directions the thoroughly updated second edition encourages
students to think critically about the theories and methods presented
students will find arguments for the strengths and limitations of these
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approaches understand connections among religious studies and other
intellectual movements and develop their own ideas of how they might want to
go about the study of religion summary boxes discussion questions a glossary
a chronology of key figures and texts and other pedagogic aids help students
grasp key concepts this book of quaker faith and practice is an attempt to
express truth through the vital personal and corporate experience of friends
it is largely composed of extracts a fitting way of expressing the breadth of
quaker theology it also describes the current structures of britain yearly
meeting of the religious society of friends back cover what does church
discipline have to do with the separation of church and state at first glance
they seem like a strange combination one a relatively obscure church
procedure and the other a hotly contested legal and political issue but they
have been forced together as a growing number of churches find themselves in
court behind these court cases is an almost forgotten history of the
relationship between church and state this story is an important one for
every american who cares about religious freedom and for every christian who
cares about the integrity of the church the education provided by canada s
faith based schools is a subject of public political and scholarly
controversy as the population becomes more religiously diverse the continued
establishment and support of faith based schools has reignited debates about
whether they should be funded publicly and to what extent they threaten
social cohesion these discussions tend to occur without considering a
fundamental question how do faith based schools envision and enact their
educational missions discipline devotion and dissent offers responses to that
question by examining a selection of canada s jewish catholic and islamic
schools the daily reality of these schools is illuminated through essays that
address the aims and practices that characterize these schools how they
prepare their students to become citizens of a multicultural canada and how
they respond to dissent in the classroom the essays in this book reveal that
canada s faith based schools sometimes succeed and sometimes struggle in
bridging the demands of the faith and the need to create participating
citizens of a multicultural society discussion surrounding faith based
schools in canada would be enriched by a better understanding of the aims and
practices of these schools and this book provides a gateway to the subject
this book draws together leaders in science the health sciences the
humanities and the social sciences to investigate the role of religion its
meaning and relevance for their area of specialization it provides a much
needed fresh perspective on the way in which religion operates within the
modern neo liberal world the book approaches the topic by way of a critical
engagement between religion broadly defined and the individual disciplines in
which each of the contributors is expert rather than simply taking the
dogmatic position that religion offers something to every possible discipline
each of the chapters in this collection addresses the question is there
something that religion can offer to the discipline in question that is the
value of the book it takes a truly critical stance on the place of religion
in contemporary society the first and second books of discipline were amongst
the constitutional foundation documents of the scottish reformation and for
four and a half centuries have been relied on to guide the polity of
presbyterian churches around the world their scholarly editing and
publication a generation ago helped to revive serious study in the church s
constitutional law and this reprint makes very important material available
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in a time of immense organisational change in the church rev dr marjory a
maclean deputy principal clerk to the general assembly of the church of
scotland religious studies offers readers an opportunity to trace the
important trends and developments in religious studies over the last forty
years over this time the study of religion has been transformed into a
critical discipline informed by a wide range of perspectives from sociology
to anthropology politics to material culture and economics to cultural theory
reinventing religious studies brings together key writings which have helped
shape scholarship teaching and learning in the field all the essays are drawn
from the cssr bulletin a provocative occasionally irreverent and always
critical journal which has long been at the centre of debates in religious
studies this collection will prove invaluable for students and scholars of
theory and method in religious studies it offers readers a unique opportunity
to understand the history of key issues in the study of religion and what
remains central to the study of religion today these were the words of the
eastern sage as he looked down from the mountain height upon the camp of
israel abiding among the groves of the lowland according to their tribes in
order discipline and unity before a people so organized he saw well none of
the nations round could stand israel would burst through them with the
strength of the wild bull crashing through the forest he would couch as a
lion and as a great lion who dare rouse him up published in 1817 the
doctrines and discipline of the african methodist episcopal church was the
first definitive guide to the history beliefs teachings and practices of the
african methodist episcopal church beginning with a brief history the book
moves into a presentation of the articles of religion including the trinity
the word of god resurrection the holy spirit scripture original sin and free
will justification works the church purgatory the sacraments baptism the lord
s supper marriage church ceremonies and government immediately following the
articles is an extended four part catechism that more fully explicates the
meanings and implications of the doctrinal statements a docsouth book this
collaboration between unc press and the university of north carolina at
chapel hill library brings classic works from the digital library of
documenting the american south back into print docsouth books uses the latest
digital technologies to make these works available in paperback and e book
formats each book contains a short summary and is otherwise unaltered from
the original publication docsouth books provide affordable and easily
accessible editions to a new generation of scholars students and general
readers reprint of the original first published in 1874 this exciting
textbook combines a clear introduction to the themes traditionally covered in
the philosophy of religion with contemporary developments in the discipline
the combination of traditional and alternative approaches makes it the most
innovative introduction to the area currently available while a range of
exercises and student features provide a lively and accessible approach to
the discipline most introductions to the philosophy of religion turn out in
practice to be philosophic defences of religious belief concentrating solely
on the theistic tradition this book differs from such an approach by offering
a range of alternative views and in particular by examining the human
dimension of religion and religious belief thus alongside helpful
clarifications of such traditional issues as arguments of the existence of
god the problem of evil and immortality this book also addresses more
neglected areas like natural histories of religion feminist approaches and
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revisionary accounts of religious belief the book ends with reflections on
the future of religion the philosophy of religion will be essential reading
for all students of the subject as well as the interested lay reader
discipline the canonical buddhism of the vinayapitaka is a penetrating
analysis of a heretofore neglected yet centrally important portion of the
pali canon in identifying the pivotal role of discipline in the bhikkhu quest
for nibbana professor holt finds that vinaya rules represent a practical
implementation of the budha s dhamma specifically adherence to this monastic
code theoretically facilitates an overcoming of asavas mental dispositions
that foster attachment to the self and thus perpetuate the process of
samsaric kammic retribution the formulation of buddhist monastic law
therefore need not be seen as the result of casuistry rather it is the
consequence of a conscious attempt on the part of the early buddhist
tradition to identify behavioral expressions that at once generate and
reflect a calmed detached and disciplined mental and spiritual state the
author has also examined the significance of the principal rituals of
buddhist monasticism as they are prescribed within the vinaya text he
interprets these rites as cultic celebrations of discipline which in turn
legitimate the sangha s claim to be the embodiment and reservoir of the
buddha s teachings the claim supported the sangha s role of occupying a
mediating position between the spiritual needs of the laity and the authority
and the spiritual exemplar of buddhism the buddha in short discipline written
from the perspective of the history of religious approach contributed
significantly to the increased understanding of the dynamics of the buddhist
religion in its formulative stages
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The Discipline of Religion 2003-12-08
the discipline of religion is a lively critical journey through religious
studies today looking at its recent growth as an academic discipline and its
contemporary political and social meanings focusing on the differences
between religious belief and academic religious discourse russell t
mccutcheon argues that the invention of religion as a discipline blurs the
distinction between criticism and doctrine in its assertion of the relevance
of faith as a credible object of study in the leap from disciplinary
criticism to avowal of actual cosmic and moral meaning schools of religious
studies extend their powers far beyond universities and into the everyday
lives of those outside managing and curtailing specific types of speech and
dissent

Religious Studies 1995
the author nationally recognized for the quality and depth of his teaching in
religious studies has written the first full scale introduction to the
history and methods of the study of religion

Genealogies of Religion 1993-08-18
he argues that religionis a construction of european modernity a construction
that authorizes for westerners and non westerners alike particular forms of
history making

The religion, discipline and rites of the Church of
England, publ. in Engl. by F. Meyrick 1882
this volume is a critical journey through religious studies in the 21st
century looking at its growth as an academic discipline and its contemporary
political and social meaning

The Discipline of Religion 2003
explore the nuanced religious practices and beliefs of the church of england
through john cosin s insightful analysis this book provides a comprehensive
overview of the history discipline and rites of the church making it an
essential read for anyone interested in the anglican tradition this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Religion, Discipline and Rites of the Church of
England 2023-07-18
for members of the quaker community rules of discipline of the religious
society of friends is an essential guide to faith and practice this
comprehensive text outlines the principles and values that underpin the
quaker way of life providing readers with a deep understanding of this rich
and inspiring tradition this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Rules of Discipline of the Religious Society of
Friends, with Advices 1834
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to
its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have
made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions
that are true to the original work

Rules of Discipline of the Religious Society of
Friends 2023-07-18
comparative law of religions has developed in recent years as a new
discipline at the intersection of legal and religious science of theology and
anthropology this book presents a systematic theoretical basis for this new
discipline while law is mostly associated with the state many religions also
have their own internal law these internal legal norms are aimed at a
particular form of behaviour on the part of believers they therefore play a
particular role in conflicts arising today between certain religious forms of
behaviour the comparison of the internal law of religions serves to establish
and explain the commonalities and differences between various religious legal
traditions the religions examined here include the law of christian
denominations jewish law islamic law hindu law buddhist law and other
religious legal systems the work assesses six current approaches to the
comparative law of religions evaluating their strengths and weaknesses
leading to the development of a new approach the book discusses the role of
religious law in state law and looks to likely future developments the work
will be essential for those interested in the administration of justice and
politics for those professions where intercultural competence is required and
for interreligious dialogue
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The Religion, Discipline and Rites of the Church of
England (1882) 2009-04
hundreds of tried and true ways to achieve discipline in religion class

The Internal Law of Religions 2020-09-22
reinventing religious studies offers readers an opportunity to trace the
important trends and developments in religious studies over the last forty
years over this time the study of religion has been transformed into a
critical discipline informed by a wide range of perspectives from sociology
to anthropology politics to material culture and economics to cultural theory
reinventing religious studies brings together key writings which have helped
shape scholarship teaching and learning in the field all the essays are drawn
from the cssr bulletin a provocative occasionally irreverent and always
critical journal which has long been at the centre of debates in religious
studies this collection will prove invaluable for students and scholars of
theory and method in religious studies it offers readers a unique opportunity
to understand the history of key issues in the study of religion and what
remains central to the study of religion today

Discipline Made Easy 1994
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Reinventing Religious Studies 2014-10-20
the subject of the research carried out in different countries under various
names religiose volkskunde volksfrommingkeitsforschung ethnology of religion
anthropology of religion etc is essentially the same so called folk
religiosity or popular religion supplementing the practice of dogmatic
religions the everyday practice of religion and in general an ethnological
anthropological approach to the study of religious life what is the
epistemological basis of the research how is the subject of the research
defined what methods are considered suitable for the study of the religious
phenomenon who are the most important researchers and what are their main
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publications has research on religion become an independent field of research
the answers to these and many other questions are to be found in the studies
in this book which present the history of scholarship and research in
ethnology of religion as a discipline in fourteen countries of europe belgium
flanders croatia czech republic greece hungary lithuania macedonia norway
poland portugal russia slovakia spain sweden they cover a spectrum ranging
from classical 19th century ethnographical writings to today s studies of an
anthropological nature the extensive bibliographies make the volume a
valuable aid in research and university education

Rules of Discipline of the Religious Society of
Friends, with Advices 2016-04-27
for the past fifty years scholars in both pastoral and practical theology
have attempted to recapture human religious experience and practice as
essential sites for theological engagement redefining in the process what
theology is how it is done and who does it in this book bonnie j miller
mclemore shows how this trend in scholarship has led to an expanded subject
matter alternative ways of knowing and richer terms for analysis in doing
christian theology tracing more than two decades of her own search for a more
inclusive discipline one that truly grapples with theology in the midst of
life christian theology in practice shows not only where miller mclemore
herself has traveled in the field but also how pastoral and practical
theology has developed during this time looking forward miller mclemore calls
on the academy and christian congregations to disrupt conventional
theological boundaries and to acknowledge the multiplicity of shapes and
places in which the wisdom of god appears

Ethnology of Religion 2004
excerpt from rules of discipline of the religious society of friends with
advices being extracts from the minutes and epistles of their yearly meeting
held in london from its first institution the yearly meeting having been
apprehensive that in some quarterly and monthly meetings due care hath not
been taken to preserve and enter regularly in the books kept for that purpose
those minutes and advices which from its first institution have occasionally
been communicated to them for establishing and conducting the discipline of
the church hath seen meet to direct that those minutes and advices should be
carefully extracted and properly arranged under suitable heads and be
comprised in one volume for the general service of the society this important
work having been committed to the care of the meeting for sufferings it was
with much labour and great attention performed and was laid before the yearly
meeting in 1781 when a considerable number of judicious friends then present
were appointed to come up to london in the tenth month ensuing to join the
meeting for sufferings in examining the same most of whom in conjunction with
that meeting met accordingly and having given their attendance with
unremitting assiduity in much concord and to mutual satisfaction were
favoured after many sittings to go through the work comparing every part with
the original records and the whole as contained in the following pages was
agreed to by the yearly meeting in 1782 and directed to be printed in order
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that first every quarterly and monthly meeting may be furnished with a
complete and correct collection of the several minutes and advices issued by
the yearly meeting for regulating the affairs of the society secondly that
these minutes and advices being more generally made known may be more
uniformly observed and put in practice that order unity peace and harmony may
be preserved throughout the churches about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works

Christian Theology in Practice 2012-02-02
the oxford handbook of the study of religion provides a comprehensive
overview of the academic study of religion written by an international team
of leading scholars its fifty one chapters are divided thematically into
seven sections the first section addresses five major conceptual aspects of
research on religion part two surveys eleven main frameworks of analysis
interpretation and explanation of religion reflecting recent turns in the
humanities and social sciences part three considers eight forms of the
expression of religion part four provides a discussion of the ways societies
and religions or religious organizations are shaped by different forms of
allocation of resources other chapters in this section consider law the media
nature medicine politics science sports and tourism part five reviews
important developments distinctions and arguments for each of the selected
topics the study of religion addresses religion as a historical phenomenon
and part six looks at seven historical processes religion is studied in
various ways by many disciplines and this handbook shows that the study of
religion is an academic discipline in its own right the disciplinary profile
of this volume is reflected in part seven which considers the history of the
discipline and its relevance each chapter in the handbook references at least
two different religions to provide fresh and innovative perspectives on key
issues in the field this authoritative collection will advance the state of
the discipline and is an invaluable reference for students and scholars

Rules of Discipline of the Religious Society of
Friends 2015-07-19
a brief but insightful overview of the history surrounding the publication of
the king james version of 1611

Discipline and Justice in the Church of England
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1998
why do people study religion how have they studied it in the past how do we
study religion today is the academic study of religion the same as religious
education these and many other questions are addressed in this engaging
introduction to the discipline of religious studies topics include
definitions of religion perspectives in the study and teaching of religion
how religion began to be studied traditional perspectives philosophical and
theological how people experience religion perspectives in the study of
religious consciousness and perception phenomenological and psychological
studying religion within communities social and cultural perspectives
anthropological sociological political and economic judging religion critical
perspectives feminist approaches the interaction of popular literature and
religion contextual perspectives historical and comparative themes theories
and current directions the thoroughly updated second edition encourages
students to think critically about the theories and methods presented
students will find arguments for the strengths and limitations of these
approaches understand connections among religious studies and other
intellectual movements and develop their own ideas of how they might want to
go about the study of religion summary boxes discussion questions a glossary
a chronology of key figures and texts and other pedagogic aids help students
grasp key concepts

The Oxford Handbook of the Study of Religion
2016-10-27
this book of quaker faith and practice is an attempt to express truth through
the vital personal and corporate experience of friends it is largely composed
of extracts a fitting way of expressing the breadth of quaker theology it
also describes the current structures of britain yearly meeting of the
religious society of friends back cover

Self-Discipline. [Extracted from “Lectures on the
Essentials of Religion.”] 1832
what does church discipline have to do with the separation of church and
state at first glance they seem like a strange combination one a relatively
obscure church procedure and the other a hotly contested legal and political
issue but they have been forced together as a growing number of churches find
themselves in court behind these court cases is an almost forgotten history
of the relationship between church and state this story is an important one
for every american who cares about religious freedom and for every christian
who cares about the integrity of the church

The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist
Church, 1884 1884
the education provided by canada s faith based schools is a subject of public
political and scholarly controversy as the population becomes more
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religiously diverse the continued establishment and support of faith based
schools has reignited debates about whether they should be funded publicly
and to what extent they threaten social cohesion these discussions tend to
occur without considering a fundamental question how do faith based schools
envision and enact their educational missions discipline devotion and dissent
offers responses to that question by examining a selection of canada s jewish
catholic and islamic schools the daily reality of these schools is
illuminated through essays that address the aims and practices that
characterize these schools how they prepare their students to become citizens
of a multicultural canada and how they respond to dissent in the classroom
the essays in this book reveal that canada s faith based schools sometimes
succeed and sometimes struggle in bridging the demands of the faith and the
need to create participating citizens of a multicultural society discussion
surrounding faith based schools in canada would be enriched by a better
understanding of the aims and practices of these schools and this book
provides a gateway to the subject

I Will Have One Doctrine and One Discipline
2007-12-01
this book draws together leaders in science the health sciences the
humanities and the social sciences to investigate the role of religion its
meaning and relevance for their area of specialization it provides a much
needed fresh perspective on the way in which religion operates within the
modern neo liberal world the book approaches the topic by way of a critical
engagement between religion broadly defined and the individual disciplines in
which each of the contributors is expert rather than simply taking the
dogmatic position that religion offers something to every possible discipline
each of the chapters in this collection addresses the question is there
something that religion can offer to the discipline in question that is the
value of the book it takes a truly critical stance on the place of religion
in contemporary society

Social Discipline in the Reformation 1989
the first and second books of discipline were amongst the constitutional
foundation documents of the scottish reformation and for four and a half
centuries have been relied on to guide the polity of presbyterian churches
around the world their scholarly editing and publication a generation ago
helped to revive serious study in the church s constitutional law and this
reprint makes very important material available in a time of immense
organisational change in the church rev dr marjory a maclean deputy principal
clerk to the general assembly of the church of scotland

Rules of Discipline of the Religious Society of
Friends with Advices 1834
religious studies offers readers an opportunity to trace the important trends
and developments in religious studies over the last forty years over this
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time the study of religion has been transformed into a critical discipline
informed by a wide range of perspectives from sociology to anthropology
politics to material culture and economics to cultural theory reinventing
religious studies brings together key writings which have helped shape
scholarship teaching and learning in the field all the essays are drawn from
the cssr bulletin a provocative occasionally irreverent and always critical
journal which has long been at the centre of debates in religious studies
this collection will prove invaluable for students and scholars of theory and
method in religious studies it offers readers a unique opportunity to
understand the history of key issues in the study of religion and what
remains central to the study of religion today

The Discipline of the Religious Society of Friends,
of the Ohio Yearly Meeting 1860
these were the words of the eastern sage as he looked down from the mountain
height upon the camp of israel abiding among the groves of the lowland
according to their tribes in order discipline and unity before a people so
organized he saw well none of the nations round could stand israel would
burst through them with the strength of the wild bull crashing through the
forest he would couch as a lion and as a great lion who dare rouse him up

Introduction to the Study of Religion 2023-11-29
published in 1817 the doctrines and discipline of the african methodist
episcopal church was the first definitive guide to the history beliefs
teachings and practices of the african methodist episcopal church beginning
with a brief history the book moves into a presentation of the articles of
religion including the trinity the word of god resurrection the holy spirit
scripture original sin and free will justification works the church purgatory
the sacraments baptism the lord s supper marriage church ceremonies and
government immediately following the articles is an extended four part
catechism that more fully explicates the meanings and implications of the
doctrinal statements a docsouth book this collaboration between unc press and
the university of north carolina at chapel hill library brings classic works
from the digital library of documenting the american south back into print
docsouth books uses the latest digital technologies to make these works
available in paperback and e book formats each book contains a short summary
and is otherwise unaltered from the original publication docsouth books
provide affordable and easily accessible editions to a new generation of
scholars students and general readers

The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist
Church of Canada 1878
reprint of the original first published in 1874
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Quaker Faith and Practice 2009
this exciting textbook combines a clear introduction to the themes
traditionally covered in the philosophy of religion with contemporary
developments in the discipline the combination of traditional and alternative
approaches makes it the most innovative introduction to the area currently
available while a range of exercises and student features provide a lively
and accessible approach to the discipline most introductions to the
philosophy of religion turn out in practice to be philosophic defences of
religious belief concentrating solely on the theistic tradition this book
differs from such an approach by offering a range of alternative views and in
particular by examining the human dimension of religion and religious belief
thus alongside helpful clarifications of such traditional issues as arguments
of the existence of god the problem of evil and immortality this book also
addresses more neglected areas like natural histories of religion feminist
approaches and revisionary accounts of religious belief the book ends with
reflections on the future of religion the philosophy of religion will be
essential reading for all students of the subject as well as the interested
lay reader

An Inquiry, Chiefly on Principles of Religion, Into
the Nature and Discipline of Human Motives 1820
discipline the canonical buddhism of the vinayapitaka is a penetrating
analysis of a heretofore neglected yet centrally important portion of the
pali canon in identifying the pivotal role of discipline in the bhikkhu quest
for nibbana professor holt finds that vinaya rules represent a practical
implementation of the budha s dhamma specifically adherence to this monastic
code theoretically facilitates an overcoming of asavas mental dispositions
that foster attachment to the self and thus perpetuate the process of
samsaric kammic retribution the formulation of buddhist monastic law
therefore need not be seen as the result of casuistry rather it is the
consequence of a conscious attempt on the part of the early buddhist
tradition to identify behavioral expressions that at once generate and
reflect a calmed detached and disciplined mental and spiritual state the
author has also examined the significance of the principal rituals of
buddhist monasticism as they are prescribed within the vinaya text he
interprets these rites as cultic celebrations of discipline which in turn
legitimate the sangha s claim to be the embodiment and reservoir of the
buddha s teachings the claim supported the sangha s role of occupying a
mediating position between the spiritual needs of the laity and the authority
and the spiritual exemplar of buddhism the buddha in short discipline written
from the perspective of the history of religious approach contributed
significantly to the increased understanding of the dynamics of the buddhist
religion in its formulative stages

A Tale of Two Governments 2012
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Discipline, Devotion, and Dissent 2013-09-03

Religion Matters 2020-03-02

The First Book of Discipline 2004-12-01

Reinventing Religious Studies 2013-03-31

Discipline and Other Sermons 2016-05-28

The Doctrines and Discipline of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church 2017-05-01

History of the Revisions of the Discipline of the
Methodist Episcopal Church 2023-09-27

The Philosophy of Religion 1998-09-23

The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South ... 1883

Discipline 1995

The Dictionary of Religion 1887
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